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Children being used as human shields

GOD IS ANGRY WITH THE NATIONS

During the recent fighting between Hamas and Israel, the
Israelis have been accused of committing “genocide” by
certain world leaders, by the international press, and by
various Jew-hating and pro-Islamic groups. Many who have
accused Israel of genocide know it’s a lie. They know the
reason so many Palestinians have died is because Hamas
hides their weapons and missiles inside hospitals, schools,
mosques, UN buildings and private homes. They know
Hamas launches their missiles from right beside (and at times,
from inside) those same buildings. Civilian deaths are nothing
but a propaganda tool for Hamas. They know that showing
dead Palestinians on television every night—especially dead
children—will unleash a world-wide rage against Israel. 

The masses will believe anything they see on television so
it’s easy to deceive them. Western intelligence agencies, on
the other hand, are a different story. These people have real-
time satellite images that show where Hamas is launching
their rockets from. They know exactly what’s going, yet they
remain silent while Israel is falsely accused of genocide.
Below is a sample of recent articles relating to this issue:

Israel and the “G” Word: Gaza Genocide And Arab Fratricide
Venezuela condemns Israeli invasion of Gaza
Abbas: Israel committing ‘Genocide’ in Gaza
Israel committing genocide in Gaza, says Iranian leader
Penelope Cruze, Javier Bardem Blast Israel’s Genocide Campaign
Erdogan says Israel is committing 'genocide' in Gaza
Palestine UN Envoy: Israel committing genocide in Gaza
Cuba’s Castro decries ‘Palestinian Holocaust’ in Gaza

Deliberately using woman and children as human shields is sick; but it’s even more disgusting when
people know what Hamas is doing and they still blame Israel for the deaths of those human shields. That,
my friends is pure evil. It’s the kind of evil God will soon punish on a grand scale.

Some who are accusing Israel of genocide know it’s not true. Others talk about genocide but they really
don’t know what the term means. Their ignorance may not be entirely their own fault because the word
has lost some of its original meaning, due to the fact that it’s frequently used to describe various kinds of
injustices around the world that are not genocide. Human rights groups often use the term to shock people
and get their attention. Genocide is becoming a synonym for almost any type of oppression. 

I’ve heard leaders of the Gaystopo say that anyone who refuses to embrace homosexual marriage is guilty
of wanting to commit “genocide” against the gay community. These kinds of theatrics only serve to further
debase the term because it’s not possible to commit “genocide” against the gay community. Moreover, it’s
the gay community that wants to commit genocide against anyone who stands in the way of their perverted
agenda, especially Bible believing Christians.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-g-word-gaza-genocide-and-arab-fratricide/5394391
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/07/21/372151/israel-committing-genocide-in-gaza/
http://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/middle-east/2014/07/09/Israel-hits-160-Gaza-Strip-targets-overnight.html
http://www.herald.co.zw/israel-committing-genocide-in-gaza/
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Hollywood/2014/07/29/bardem-cruz-israel
http://www.todayszaman.com/son-dakika_erdogan-says-israel-is-committing-genocide-in-gaza_353973.html
http://itspalestinenotisrael.wordpress.com/2014/08/01/israel-committing-genocide-in-gaza-palestines-un-envoy/
http://www.timesofisrael.com/cubas-castro-decries-palestinian-holocaust-in-gaza/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_mediu m=twitter
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The term genocide was coined by a Polish man named Raphael Lemkin, who
was the adviser to the United States War Ministry at the end of World War II.
When the full horror of the concentration camps became public knowledge,
Winston Churchill said the world was being brought face to face with “a crime
that has no name”. There were no precedents in regard to either the nature or
the degree of the crime Germany had committed against the Jews.

In 1944, Mr. Lemkin published a book called Axis Rule in Occupied Europe.
In that book he invented a term that would match the enormity of the crime
Nazi Germany had committed. The word comes from the Greek “genos” (ie:
race or tribe) and the Latin suffix “cide” (ie: to kill). According to Mr. Lemkin,
genocide means the complete and total extermination of a nation or ethnic
group. It implies the existence of a coordinated plan, which is to be put into

effect against individuals chosen as victims purely, simply and exclusively because they are members of
the target group. In other words, what makes someone guilty of committing genocide is not the number
of people they kill but the motivation behind the killing. 

Since no knowledgeable person would ever suggest Israel is committing genocide, those making this claim
are either ignorant of the word’s true meaning or they’re lying in order to turn people against Israel. In
order for Israel to be guilty of committing genocide they would have to create a plan, the specific goal of
which is to annihilate every single Palestinian living under their control—including the 2½ million living
in Judea and Samaria (ie: West Bank). Then they would have to put that plan in motion, just like the Nazi’s
did regarding the Jews. The fact is, even if the IDF had to kill half the 1.5 million Palestinians living in
Gaza in order to stop the rockets they still wouldn’t be guilty of genocide and no charge of genocide would
stand up in an international court.

Recently a Jewish blogger named Yochanan Gordon got tired of people accusing Israel of genocide and
wrote an article asking if committing genocide against an enemy who intends to do the same thing to you
might not be justified. I’m not sure if Mr. Gordon doesn’t know what the term actually means, or if he was
speaking to all the Israel-haters out there according to their own level of linguistic ignorance but as you
can imagine, the Internet went ballistic. Philip Weiss, a self-hating Jew who runs a well known anti-Israel
web site (Mondoweiss) talks about Mr. Gordon’s article:

http://mondoweiss.net/
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“Earlier today the Times of Israel published the article ‘When Genocide is Permissible’ by
Yochanan Gordon. They have since taken it down but we are republishing it here as
representative of part of the discourse in the American Jewish community. 

According to Gordon’s bio at the Times of Israel, his father is the founder of The Five
Towns Jewish Times in Nassau County, NY which is ‘committed to showing the best of our
Orthodox Jewish community, while reflecting reality’. The article is still posted there.

Update: The article has been taken off the Five Towns Jewish Times website with this
explanation:

‘An article that was posted earlier today on our website dealt with the question of
genocide in a most irresponsible fashion. We reject any such notion or discussion
associated with even entertaining the possibility of such an unacceptable idea. The
piece should have been rejected out of hand by editors but escaped their proper
attention. We reject such a suggestion unequivocally and apologize for the error.’

Gordon has reportedly ended his twitter account, citing security concerns. He has now also
issued an apology for the article, but he doesn’t seem to get it:

‘I wish to express deep regret and beg forgiveness for an article I authored which
was posted on 5TJT.com, Times of Israel and was tweeted and shared the world
over. I never intended to call to harm any people although my words may have
conveyed that message. With that said I pray and hope for a quick peaceful end to
the hostilities and that all people learn to coexist with each other in creating a better
world for us all.’

A spokeswoman from The Times of Israel  has since condemned the blog. She told The
Independent: ‘The blog post, which was both damnable and ignorant, was uploaded by
a blogger. It was removed by the Times of Israel for breaching our editorial guidelines. The
blog has been discontinued’." Link

Apparently Mr. Gordon had VIP privileges at the Times Of Israel so his articles weren’t reviewed before
being published. However, once the article was published, condemnation from every corner  of the Internet
was swift and brutal. 

I wonder if the ones who condemned Mr. Gordon are aware of the fact (or care) that during the past few
weeks people all over Europe have been out in the streets calling for the genocide of Jews? They weren’t
just denouncing the State of Israel; they were chanting “kill the Jews”. I wonder if those who were
outraged over Mr. Gordon’s article are ever alarmed by the fact that Arab/Muslim leaders all over the
world (including those in Gaza) routinely call for the genocide of Jews? 

I have a sneaky suspicion the “human rights” crowd, which is so upset about what’s happening to the poor
Palestinians that they have been marching in the streets, have never written to the United Nations
demanding the prosecution of Muslims and Leftists who publicly call for the genocide of Jews. Indeed,
I suspect that most of these “humanitarians” don’t even know (and wouldn’t care if they did) that
according to the “Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide” it’s a crime
to publicly incite others to murder Jews. Article 3 says:

http://mondoweiss.net/2014/08/yochanan-genocide-permissible.html
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“The following acts shall be punishable:
(a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit genocide;
(e) Complicity in genocide.”  Link 

I wonder if the people who were so insulted by what Mr. Gordon wrote, know (or care) that right now
there’s a bonafide genocide of Christians taking place in Iraq and all over the Middle East. I wonder if
during the past several years any of them noticed that thousands of protesters in Turkey, Egypt and Libya
were killed, or that women and children were bombed in Afghanistan, or that whole communities were
massacred in South Sudan.
 
Somehow I don’t think they lost any sleep when hundreds of Pakistanis were killed by terror attacks or
when 1800 “Palestinians” were starved and murdered in Syria. I don’t think they were offended when
10,000 Iraqis were killed by terrorists, or when whole villages were slaughtered in Nigeria. Today
(8/10/14), over 50,000 Yazidis are thirsting to death on a mountain in Iraq and are about to be slaughtered
by the lunatics of ISIS.  Video Link  Are they marching in the streets of Europe over it? No!

http://www.preventgenocide.org/law/convention/text.htm#II
http://www.cnn.com/2014/08/06/world/meast/iraq-crisis-minority-persecution/
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Funny isn’t it? 

When Islamic psychopaths slaughter Jews (or Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, other Muslims, or even
Palestinians!) the same people who were offended by Mr. Gordon’s article are silent. There are no cries
of genocide; no moral outrage; no twitter posts; and it’s the same with the vast majority of today’s political
leaders and the international press. Islamists can commit genocide against anyone they like, any time they
like, and everyone just yawns. But as soon as the Jews start defending themselves against Hamas, which
is a truly genocidal organization, the world suddenly wakes up and starts protesting. 

The people Mr. Gordon addressed his article to aren’t interested in the real genocides that are taking place
right now in the Middle East and they’re really not interested in the Palestinians either—they just hate
Israel. They just hate Jews. They’re using their “humanitarian” concern for the Palestinians as a cloak for
good old fashioned anti-Semitism. Indeed, many of them are murderers (in their hearts) because if the
Palestinians were committing genocide against the Israelis they wouldn’t be saying a word. So let’s look
at Mr. Gordon’s article and see if it’s as horrible as everyone says it is. He starts off by saying:

“Judging by the numbers of casualties on both sides in this almost one-month old war, one
would be led to the conclusion that Israel has resorted to disproportionate means in
fighting a far less-capable enemy. That is as far as what meets the eye. But, it’s now
obvious that the US and the UN are completely out of touch with the nature of this foe
and are therefore not qualified to dictate or enforce the rules of this war – because when
it comes to terror there is much more than meets the eye.”

I agree with what he says except for the idea that the U.N. (and the US) are “out of touch” with what’s
happening. Being out of touch suggests they don’t realize what Hamas is doing, which is clearly not the
case. Not only is American intelligence watching Hamas fire rockets from schools, hospitals and other
civilian areas in real time, the United Nations has been repeatedly caught helping Hamas. Recently
(8/5/14) Fox News showed a U.N. school giving Palestinian children Jihad lessons.  Link  

No, it’s not the U.N.’s ignorance that disqualifies them from dictating or enforcing the rules of the present
conflict; it’s their anti-Israel bias and support for Hamas that disqualifies them. If Israel had any sense it
would immediately deport all U.N. personnel. Mr. Gordon goes on to say:

“I wasn’t aware of this, but it seems that the nature of warfare has undergone a major shift
over the years. Where wars were usually waged to defeat the opposing side, today it
seems – and judging by the number of foul calls it would indicate – that today’s wars are
fought to a draw. I mean, whoever heard of a timeout in war? An NBA Basketball game
allows six timeouts for each team during the course of a game but last I checked this is a
war! We are at war with an enemy whose charter calls for the annihilation of our
people. Nothing, then, can be considered disproportionate when we are fighting for our
very right to live.”

Again, I agree with what Mr. Gordon writes except that fighting to “a draw” only applies when it looks
like the Jews may win. No one would be calling for a cease-fire if the situation were reversed and Hamas
was carrying out its publically stated goal of genocide. If that were the case, the nations would sit by

http://foxnewsinsider.com/2014/08/05/video-shows-apparent-jihad-lesson-unrwa-school-gaza
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silently and watch the Palestinians slaughter every last Jew in Eretz Yisrael. Then they would write
wonderful eulogies about how bravely the poor Jews fought. The unpleasant fact is, Israel is not only
fighting a genocidal enemy, it’s also fighting an anti-Semitic world that’s financing, protecting and rooting
for that enemy. Mr. Gordon continues:

“The sad reality is that Israel gets it, but its hands are being tied by world leaders who over
the past six years have insisted they are such good friends with the Jewish state, that they
know more regarding its interests than even they do. But there’s going to have to
come a time where Israel feels threatened enough where it has no other choice but to
defy international warnings – because this is life or death.”

Again, I think Mr. Gordon is a bit naive regarding the motives and intentions of the nations. The real issue
isn’t that the nations are so proud they think they know more than Israel does about the region and how
to deal with the Palestinians—though I’m sure that’s true. The real issue is that the nations are sorry they
ever let the Jews have a homeland and they would like to see that whole mistake corrected. How else can
you explain their continual support of Islamic nations and terror groups who openly declare their goal is
nothing short of the complete destruction of Israel?

Israel may “get it” when it comes to the current conflict with Hamas but it doesn’t seem to get it when it
comes to the anti-Semitism that infests so much of the world. Maybe this is because most Israelis are
humanists who naively believe there’s goodness in every man. I think most Jews have a hard time
accepting the horrible reality that a significant portion of the population of this planet couldn’t care less
if they were murdered. Being a religious man, Mr. Gordon might not be under the influence of humanism
as much as some of his fellow Jews are, but from the contents of his article it looks like he doesn’t yet
realize just how thoroughly wicked the nations are. He goes on to say:

“Most of the reports coming from Gazan officials and leaders since the start of this
operation have been either largely exaggerated or patently false. The truth is, it’s not their
fault. Falsehood and deceit is part of the very fabric of who they are and that will
never change. Still however, despite their propensity to lie, when your enemy tells you
that they are bent on your destruction you believe them. Similarly, when Khaled
Meshal declares that no physical damage to Gaza will dampen their morale or weaken
their resolve – they have to be believed.” 

Like he says, falsehood and deceit are part of the very fabric of Islamic culture and that will never change.
Muslims are born liars. Indeed, lying and political deception are a central part of their agenda to conquer
the planet. But Muslims can also be very frank and truthful about their intentions. They’re not lying when
they say they won’t rest until Israel has been destroyed. They’re not lying when they say they will never
live in peace with the Jews. They’re not lying when they say they intend to conquer the world.

Unfortunately the Israelis (like most Western non-Muslims) choose to live in a fantasy world instead of
dealing with the horrible reality we all face when it comes to Islamic lunatics. I have no doubt Israel will
continue to pursue peace with an implacable enemy that continues to grow in strength until one day, like
Samson of old, they wake up and realize the Philistines (Palestinians) can no longer be contained. At that
point multitudes of Israelis will begin to die. Mr. Gordon continues:
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“Our sage Gedalia the son of Achikam was given intelligence that Yishmael Ben Nesanyah
was plotting to kill him. However, in his piety, or rather naivete, Gedalia dismissed the
report as a random act of gossip and paid no attention to it. 

To this day, the day following Rosh Hashana is commemorated as a fast day in the
memory of Gedalia who was killed in cold blood on the second day of Rosh Hashana
during the meal. 

They say the definition of insanity is repeating the same mistakes over and over. History
is there to teach us lessons and the lesson here is that when your enemy swears to
destroy you – you take him seriously.”

Good point Mr. Gordon. So what does that say about Israel’s leaders—or for that matter, any Jew who
thinks Israel should make peace with people who have no desire for peace? Why do Israeli leaders sit at
a table with lying cut-throats who have openly and repeatedly declared they will never stop trying to
murder them? If the definition of insanity is repeating the same mistake over and over and expecting a
different result, then we would have to conclude that most of today’s Jews are insane. Unfortunately,
they’re not alone. Most of today’s Gentiles are also insane. Mr. Gordon goes on to say:

“Hamas has stated forthrightly that it idealizes death as much as Israel celebrates life.
What other way then is there to deal with an enemy of this nature other than obliterate
them completely? News anchors such as those from CNN, BBC and Al-Jazeera have not
missed an opportunity to point out the majority of innocent civilians who have lost their lives
as a result of this war. But anyone who lives with rocket launchers installed or terror
tunnels burrowed in or around the vicinity of their home cannot be considered an
innocent civilian. 

If you’ll counter, that Hamas has been seen abusing civilians who have attempted to leave
their homes in response to Israeli warnings to leave – well then, your beginning to come
to terms with the nature of this enemy which should automatically cause the rules of
standard warfare to be suspended.”

Here’s where he should have given a little more thought to what he was writing—not that stating it any
differently would have changed the negative response he got because he’s dealing with people who have
already rejected the truth. Once you accept the fact that the nations support Hamas, it’s easy to see the flaw
in his statement about how the rules of standard warfare should be “suspended” because of how Hamas
is conducting their side of the war. 

This kind of thinking assumes the world is trying to be fair and balanced when viewing how the two sides
are fighting. Certainly any fair-minded person (or nation), once they realized what Hamas was doing,
would fully support Israel but the nations aren’t trying to be fair and balanced. Indeed, they’re as biased
as you can possibly be in favor of Israel’s enemy. 

Moreover, the world demands a much higher (moral) standard of conduct from Israel than it does of
Israel’s enemies. Indeed, Israel is required by the world to act almost Christian in it’s dealings with other
nations while the rest of the world permits itself to engage in all kinds of unimaginable atrocities.
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Surprisingly, the Israelis have reacted to this blatant double-standard in a positive way and have taken it
as a kind of challenge. As a result, they in fact have the highest battle standards on the planet, and yet, it
changes nothing. They are automatically presumed guilty of committing atrocities and genocide any time
they try to defend themselves. As a matter of fact, the more they display their high military standard during
a conflict, the more the world despises them for it! 

In the eyes of the world, nothing the Palestinians do will ever cause “the rules of standard warfare to be
suspended” when it comes to Israel. Hamas could strap explosives on little babies, roll them into Israeli
army camps on remote controlled vehicles and detonate them and nothing would change as far as the world
is concerned. Israel’s enemies are permitted to commit war crimes on a daily basis, yet Israel will always
be held to a higher standard and even when they manage to maintain that standard in the face of despicable
cowardice it still won’t be good enough. Nothing the Israelis do (short of committing collective suicide)
will ever be good enough.

Another mistake Mr. Gordon made was not differentiating between those Palestinians in Gaza who are
enthusiastically supporting Hamas and the ones who aren’t. Hamas says they will never stop trying to
destroy Israel and many Palestinians heartily agree. Hamas says it idealizes death and many Palestinians
feel the same way. Since this is the case, annihilating those Palestinians who support the goals of Hamas
is perfectly justifiable. However, killing all the them isn’t because not every Palestinian in Gaza wants to
commit genocide against the Jews. Not every Palestinian in Gaza wants to die trying to conquer Israel.
There are a number of them who would prefer living in peace with Israel. In fact, some of them would
even like to become Israeli citizens. They don’t want to strap bombs on their children and they don’t want
Hamas using their homes as missile depots and launch pads.

These Palestinians are innocent civilians. I’m not sure why Mr. Gordon failed to make such a distinction
in his article. Maybe he doesn’t believe there could ever be such a thing as an “innocent” Palestinian.
Maybe he believes every Palestinian in Gaza is a willing accomplice of Hamas. Such a view would be just
as unreal as the one that’s still held by too many Israelis, which is that most of the Palestinians in Gaza
want peace with Israel. They don’t.

At this point, some who are reading this article may be asking how a “Christian” can say such things.
Regardless of whether or not I am a Christian, the fact is, anyone who thinks the Lord want’s the Israelis
to play around with Hamas is deceived. Anyone who thinks the Israelis should keep “turning the other
cheek” until the Palestinians are strong enough to butcher them and take the land God has given them is
both deluded and wicked! 

This isn’t a game! Millions of genocidal Palestinians are determined to replace the Jewish State with a
Palestinian State that is Jew-free. The Israeli government is responsible to protect it’s citizens from these
murderers, whether they be part of a political organization like Fatah or Hamas or they be individual men,
women and children. And if the only way to stop them from attaining their goal is to kill them first, then
so be it! That’s what Mr. Gordon was trying to say and he was absolutely correct. Next, he says:

“Everyone agrees that Israel has the right to defend itself as well as the right to
exercise that right. Secretary General Ban Ki Moon has declared it, Obama and Kerry
have clearly stated that no one could be expected to sit idle as thousands of rockets rain
down on the heads of its citizens, placing them in clear and present danger. It seems then
that the only point of contention is regarding the measure of punishment meted out
in this situation.” 
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I don’t believe “everyone” agrees that Israel has the right to defend itself. It’s true that most Western
leaders say Israel has the right to defend itself but notice the word they always use is “defend”. Nobody
ever says Israel has the right to “defeat” Hamas (in the traditional military sense). This is because defeating
Hamas entails the destruction of Hamas, not simply the containment of Hamas.

It should be clear by now that the nations do not want Hamas destroyed, and this fact provides the answer
to Mr. Gordon’s question regarding “the measure of punishment” Israel should be allowed to mete out on
the Palestinians. Whatever measure it may be, it does not (and never will) include destroying Hamas once
and for all. This is why you never see Israel going for the jugular in their mini-wars with Hamas. The
purpose of these battles is not to destroy the enemy but to contain him. This deadly and self-defeating
concept is now referred to as “mowing the grass”. In a recent article called Into The Fray: Why Gaza Must
Go, Martin Sherman explains what mowing the grass means. After describing the futility of clinging to
the idea of a two-state solution, he says:

“First, we were told that since there was no ‘solution’ to the Israel-Arab conflict, we should
adopt an approach of ‘conflict management’ rather than ‘conflict resolution.’ Now we
have a new term in the professional jargon to convey a similar perspective: ‘mowing the
grass.’ This is the name for an approach that entails a new round of fighting every time the
Palestinian violence reaches levels Israel finds unacceptable.

Its ‘rationale’—for want of a better term—was recently articulated by Efraim Inbar and Eitan
Shamir of the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, Bar-Ilan University, as: ‘The use
of force, not intended to attain impossible political goals, but rather [as a] long-term
strategy of attrition designed primarily to debilitate the enemy capabilities.’

Sadly, what we have seen is far from ‘debilitating the enemy capabilities’ because said
enemy keeps reappearing, spoiling for a fight, ever bolder with ever-greater capabilities.
It is an open question just how many more rounds of ‘mowing’ the residents of southern
Israel will endure before losing confidence that the government will provide adequate
protection and choose to evacuate the area.

No, periodically mowing the lawn is not a policy that can endure for long—it simply will not
cut it. The grass needs to be uprooted once and for all.”  Link

The political situation Israel faces is actually pretty straight forward. On one side, Israel has implacable
enemies that will never stop trying to destroy it. This includes most of the surrounding Arab states, most
of the Palestinians in Gaza (and the West Bank), and every Islamic terrorist group on the planet. On the
other side, Israel has powerful “friends” that it feels it needs to survive. Unfortunately, these “friends”
won’t let Israel destroy the enemies who have vowed to never stop trying to destroy it.

As soon as the present conflict is over you’ll see hundreds of millions of dollars pour into Gaza from all
over the world. Both Israel’s friends and enemies will be swift to help the poor Palestinians rebuild their
homes, schools and hospitals. Of course, everyone knows that a large chunk of that money will be used
to rebuild the tunnels Israel just destroyed and purchase better missiles from Iran. Everyone also knows
that in a few years the whole scenario will be repeated because this is the only logical outcome of the
doctrine of  containment. So, why are Israel’s friends continually stopping them from destroying Hamas?
There are really only two possible answers. 

http://www.jpost.com/LandedPages/PrintArticle.aspx?id=368862
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The first possible answer is that Israel’s friends are extremely naive. They believe that sooner or later
Hamas, the Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank, and all the rest of the Muslim/Arab nations will
compromise their faith and accept the existence of a sovereign Jewish State in the heart of Dar al Islam.
Until this magic transformation takes place, Israel must use the concept of “containment” and “mowing
the grass” to maintain an acceptable status quo..

The second possible answer, which I believe to be the correct one, is that Israel’s “friends” are sorry they
ever allowed a Jewish State to be born in the first place and they’re working behind the scenes, slowly,
almost in perceptively, to set Israel up for it’s final defeat. Some will think that such a cynical view is
unwarranted so let me provide just one example that reveals the ugly truth. 

Most nations are on record as favoring what the Palestinians call the “right of return”. The right of return
is the idea that almost 8 million Palestinians living outside of Israel have a “right” to return to the land.
Allowing 8 million Palestinians into Israel would destroy the Jewish State and everyone knows it. Thus,
every government that endorsed the “right of return” has knowingly endorsed the destruction of Israel. The
leaders of the world aren’t well-intention people who are mis-guided or uninformed at times. They’re liars
and murders and they would like to see Israel disappear. Mr. Gordon ends his article by saying:

“I will conclude with a question for all the humanitarians out there. PM Netanyahu clearly
stated at the outset of this incursion that his objective is to restore a sustainable quiet for
the citizens of Israel. We have already established that it is the responsibility of every
government to ensure the safety and security of its people. If political leaders and military
experts determine that the only way to achieve its goal of sustaining quiet is through
genocide is it then permissible to achieve those responsible goals?”

Please notice he didn’t say Israel should nuke Gaza. He posed a question to the (supposed) humanitarians
who are accusing Israel of genocide. The question is: If the objective is to restore a sustainable quiet for
the citizens of Israel, and if Israeli political and military leaders determine the only way to achieve that
goal is through genocide, is it then permissible to commit genocide? 

I’m sure Mr. Gordon thought it was a fair question, and a logical one too. But posing such a question was
a mistake because nothing can ever justify genocide and seeking a possible justification for such a crime
is counter productive. What he should have done is expose the ignorance (or the hypocrisy, as the case
may be) of those who say Israel is committing genocide by explaining the true meaning of term. It wasn’t
wise to accept their definition of the word and then try to present a possible justification for it.

Most of those who are accusing Israel of genocide are just trying to whip up anti-Israel sentiment. They
know such a charge would never stand up in any kind of international court. You can be sure that if there
were any legal grounds to charge Israel with genocide the United Nations would have already done so. The
U.N. won’t pursue genocide charges because it knows it has no legal grounds for it. Instead, it’s pursuing
the idea that Israel has committed “war crimes”. Of course the U.N. will never investigate Hamas for its
war crimes, even though those crimes have been openly exposed and documented by international
journalists because the U.N. is criminal organization run by Communists and Muslims psychopaths. 

What Mr. Gordon should have said was: Hey all you humanitarians out there, let’s talk about your
hypocrisy. If you’re so concerned about genocide in the Middle East, why aren’t you protesting the
Christian genocide that’s taking place right now?



If you’re so concerned about genocide, why aren’t you outraged by the fact that Hamas and Fatah leaders
routinely go on Arab television stations all over the Middle East and boast that they’re going to kill every
Jew in Israel? Kill...Every...Jew! That’s a genocidal statement that reveals genocidal intentions. 

Why aren’t you outraged by the fact that Palestinian children are taught from the age of 3 to kill Jews, and
that dying while trying to kill Jews is the highest form of worship? Clearly, this is genocidal indoctrination
as well as child abuse. Until you become just as outraged over the evil of the Palestinians as you are over
the (supposed) evil of the Israelis. . . 

I ACCUSE YOU of being a lying hypocrite.

I ACCUSE YOU of being a filthy anti-Semite.

I ACCUSE YOU of being just as wicked as Hamas.

I ACCUSE YOU of being just as guilty as they are for all murders they have committed.

I would have also warned them that they’re running out of time to repent of their Jew hatred because the
Scripture says one of these days the God of Israel is going to annihilate all the enemies of Israel.

Come near, you nations, and listen! Pay attention, you people! The earth and
everything it contains must listen, the world and everything that lives in it. For the
Lord is angry at all the nations and furious with all their armies. He will
annihilate them and slaughter them. Their slain will be left unburied, their
corpses will stink, the hills will soak up their blood.

Isaiah 34:1-3 (NET Bible)

In that day the LORD will defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the one who
is feeble among them in that day will be like David, and the house of David {will
be} like God, like the angel of the LORD before them. And it will come about in
that day that I will set about to destroy all the nations that come against
Jerusalem.

Zechariah 12:8-9 (NAS)

God is angry with the nations! He’s angry with those who are trying to destroy Israel. He’s angry with the
hypocrites in the U.N., America and Europe, and anyone else who knows what Hamas is doing but chooses
to blame Israel anyway. At some point the nations are going to send their armies against Israel in order
to force it to submit to their will. When that day comes, Israel’s Messiah will return and utterly destroy
both the armies who are attacking Israel and the nations who sent them.

Dan Mace
8/12/14


